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Heart pounding thriller and suspense from award-winning New York Times and USA Today
Bestselling Author Diane CapriHe kills from afar. Until Jess Kimball makes it personal.An
explosion ripped through a close-knit community in Iowa, leaving five dead, dozens hospitalized,
and the country outraged.Shattered and bewildered, a mother begs Jess Kimball to
investigate.Since her own son was taken, Jess has never refused a heartbreaking plea from a
desperate mother. She won't refuse now.She rushes to Iowa to find the truth. Instead, she learns
the only alibi witness has already fled the country.Unwilling to admit defeat, Jess traces the
witness to Spain. Teamed with a British operative, Jess is thrust into the international search for
a lethal insecticide.Together they race against time to find and stop a ruthless killer before he
destroys them all.Relentless Reporter Jess Kimball thrills in this exciting new novel from award-
winning New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author Diane Capri.Read one Jess Kimball
thriller and you'll be hooked. Strong female characters, a fully developed plot, and thrills till the
end. Make some coffee. You'll read all night.For fans of Lisa Gardner, Karin Slaughter, Lee Child,
Jack Reacher, John Grisham, and James Patterson’s Women's Murder Club“Full of thrills and
tension – but smart and human too.” — Lee Child, #1 World Wide Bestselling Author of Jack
Reacher Thrillers“Expertise shines on every page.” -- Margaret Maron, Edgar, Anthony, Agatha
and Macavity Award Winning MWA Past President"Relentlessly determined to bring justice to an
unjust world, Jess Kimball is like a female Jack Reacher, only nicer!" -- Martha Powers, award
winning author of Conspiracy of Silence and Death AngelReaders Love Jess Kimball and
Clamor for More! Start reading now and you’ll be hooked!“Smart, fast-paced, personal and, dare
I say, thrilling. It's the kind of "this could happen to me" thrill that really chills me to the bone if I
think about it too much. I could not put this book down until I found out if everything was going to
turn out okay. Does it? Well you'll have to read it and see!”“Highly recommend-- kept me on the
edge of my seat and I had a hard time putting it down-- Great characters and storyline-- can only
hope Diane Capri will make a series out of Jess and Helen-- I do want more!”“This thought-
provoking novel is populated with strong women and likeable men. Ms. Capri fully develops
these characters while maintaining a tension-filled pace that will keep you turning pages well
into the wee hours of the morning.”Try Jess Kimball today for thrillers with twists, turns, emotions
and heart. But lock the doors first. This one's a nail biter!

From the Back CoverCommissioner Sanders is the British representative of Colonial Nigeria
who attempts to manage political and cultural conflicts, while also upholding the livelihood of its
people. Sanders of the River, by Edgar Wallace, was originally published in 1911 and is the first
entry in the beloved Sanders of the River series.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorRichard Horatio Edgar Wallace was born illegitimately in Greenwich,



London, in 1875 to actors Mary Jane Richards and T.H. Edgar. As an infant he was adopted by
George Freeman, a porter at Billingsgate fish market. Aged eleven, Wallace sold newspapers at
Ludgate Circus and upon leaving school took a job with a printer. He later enlisted in the Royal
West Kent Regiment, before transferring to the Medical Staff Corps, and was sent to South
Africa. In 1898, he published a collection of poems called 'The Mission that Failed', and
subsequently left the army to become correspondent for Reuters. South African war
correspondent for 'The Daily Mail' followed and his articles were later published as 'Unofficial
Dispatches'. His outspokenness infuriated Lord Kitchener, who removed his credentials. He then
edited the 'Rand Daily Mail', but gambled disastrously on the South African Stock Market.
Returning to England, Wallace at first reported on crimes and hanging trials, before becoming
editor of 'The Evening News'. It was in 1905 that he founded the Tallis Press, publishing 'Smithy',
a collection of soldier stories, and 'The Four Just Men'. The latter was published with the ending
removed as an advertising stunt and he offered œ500 to readers who could successfully guess
the ending. Unfortunately, many did and he was almost bankrupted. At various times Wallace
also worked as a journalist on 'The Standard', 'The Star', 'The Week-End Racing Supplement'
and 'The Story Journal'. In 1917, he became a Special Constable at Lincoln's Inn and also a
special interrogator for the War Office. The Daily Mail sent Wallace to investigate atrocities in the
Belgian Congo, a trip that provided material for his 'Sanders of the River' books. In 1923, he
became Chairman of the Press Club and in 1931 stood as a Liberal Parliamentary candidate for
Blackpool. Wallace's first marriage in 1901 to Ivy Caldecott, daughter of a missionary, ended in
divorce in 1918 and he later married his much younger secretary, Violet King. Along with
countless articles, some 23 screenplays and many short stories, Wallace wrote more than 170
books, which have been translated into 28 languages and sales of which have exceeded 50
million copies. Over 160 films have been made from his books - more than any other author. In
the 1920's one of Wallace's many publishers claimed that a quarter of all books read in England
were written by him. His sales were exceeded only by 'The Bible'. He died in 1932 whilst working
on the screenplay for 'King Kong', having moved to Hollywood after being offered a contract by
RKO. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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FATAL BONDA JESS KIMBALL THRILLERDIANE CAPRIPresented by:AugustBooksSign up for
Diane Capri’s FREE newsletter for exclusive stuff for members only.CLICK HERE:Praise forNew
York Times andUSA Today Bestselling AuthorDiane Capri“Full of thrills and tension, but smart
and human, too.Kim Otto is a great, great character. I love her.”Lee Child, #1 New York Times
Bestselling Author of Jack Reacher Thrillers“[A] welcome surprise…. [W]orks from the first page
to ‘The End’.”Larry King“Swift pacing and ongoing suspense are always present…[L]ikable
protagonist who uses her political connections for a good cause…Readers should eagerly
anticipate the next [book].”Top Pick, Romantic Times“…offers tense legal drama with courtroom
overtones, twisty plot, and loads of Florida atmosphere. Recommended.”Library Journal“[A] fast-
paced legal thriller…energetic prose…an appealing heroine…clever and capable supporting
cast…[that will] keep readers waiting for the next [book].”Publishers Weekly“Expertise shines on
every page.”Margaret Maron, Edgar, Anthony, Agatha, and Macavity Award-Winning MWA
Grand Master and Past PresidentFatal Bond is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and
incidents either are the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously, and any
resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, business establishments, events, or locales is
entirely coincidental.Copyright © 2017 Diane CapriExcerpt Fatal Dawn © 2018 Diane CapriAll
Rights ReservedPublished by: AugustBooksVisit the author website:License Notes:This eBook
is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This eBook may not be re-sold or given away to
other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an
additional copy for each person you share it with. If you’re reading this book and did not
purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then please return it and purchase your
own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this author.Publisher’s Note:The publisher
and author do not have any control over and do not assume any responsibility for author or third-
party websites or their content.No part of this book may be reproduced, scanned, or distributed
in any printed or electronic form without express written permission from the publisher. The
scanning, uploading, and distribution of this book via the Internet or any other means without the
permission of the publisher is illegal and punishable by law. Please do not participate in or
encourage piracy of copyrighted materials in violation of the author’s rights. Purchase only
authorized editions.Second eBook Edition: 2018Original Cover Design: Cory ClubbDigital
Formatting: Author E.M.S.TABLE OF CONTENTSReviewsCopyrightDear FriendsFATAL
BONDCast of CharactersChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter
7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter
15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter
23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter 27Chapter 28Chapter 29Chapter 30Chapter
31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter 35Chapter 36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter
39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter 43Chapter 44Chapter 45Chapter 46Chapter
47Chapter 48Chapter 49Chapter 50Chapter 51Chapter 52Chapter 53Chapter 54Chapter
55Chapter 56Chapter 57Chapter 58Chapter 59Chapter 60Chapter 61Chapter 62Chapter
63Chapter 64Chapter 65Chapter 66Chapter 67Chapter 68Chapter 69Chapter 70Chapter



71Chapter 72Chapter 73Chapter 74Chapter 75Chapter 76Chapter 77Chapter 78More from
Diane CapriAbout the AuthorExcerpt from FATAL DAWNDear Friends,Thank you for buying this
copy of Fatal Bond. I’m very excited to share this new Jess Kimball Thriller with you. Readers say
Jess Kimball Thrillers are filled with “fast-paced, believable characters, taut action, and surprises
all the way to the finish.” In all these ways, Fatal Bond will not disappoint!The most frequent
question I receive from Jess Kimball fans is “when will you write a new Jess Kimball book?” I’m
pleased to say the answer is very soon!I’m always working on a new book. Please sign up for my
mailing list to receive advance notice of new releases and lots of other exclusive stuff for
members only. You can do that here:While you’re waiting for a new Jess Kimball Thriller, please
give my other books a try. I believe you’ll enjoy them. You can find a complete list of all of my
books here:And please let me know what you think. I love hearing from you. You can write to me
any time and I hope you will. I’d love to get to know you better and you can always reach me
here:Meanwhile, thanks so much for reading. Readers like you are the reason I write.Caffeinate
& Carry On!FATAL BONDbyDIANE CAPRIPresented byAugustBooksCAST OF
CHARACTERSJessica KimballGary HadlowHenry MorrisCarter PierceMandy DonovanAlex
ColeDebora EldenClaire WinterRafa LopezVanna SánchezEthan RemingtonCHAPTER
ONEGloriana Island, AngolaAfter MidnightRafa Lopez focused his sharp eyes on his workers as
a starving wolf attends his dinner. The lights in the control room were low. Rows of LEDs blinked.
Lines traced readings across monitors. Books and coffee mugs held down papers, combatting
the ever-present blast of air conditioning.In the corner behind him, Vanna Sánchez leaned
against the wall. Tall, austere, and platinum blonde with deep blue eyes and the long-limbed
muscles of a distance runner, she was easily the most attractive woman in any room. A cell
phone in her hands held her full attention. At her feet was a small backpack.At regular intervals,
a tinny and distant voice came from a small speaker in front of a large, thick window. The glass
revealed six transparent glass-walled laboratories on the floor below.In the middle of each
laboratory was a circular stainless-steel drain. Around the clear walls, stainless-steel benches
held complex looking glassware and machines protected with thick seamless plastic
covers.Each room had its own class III biosafety cabinet, a large structure with built-in rubber
gloves for conducting experiments inside a hermetically sealed environment.Only one of the six
rooms was occupied. Two workers, both in full protective suits, breathed air through a hose that
connected to a panel on the wall. The suits were constructed of material as transparent as the
lab walls. The first worker was a bald, heavyset Texan. The second was female, half the Texan’s
weight, with Asian features and thick black hair trimmed short.The Texan stood at the biosafety
cabinet. His hands were deep in the rubber gloves, pipetting liquids into a multi-well sample tray
like a miniature ice cube tray.The Asian woman divided her time, alternately operating a high-
power digital microscope and a liquid chromatograph to monitor reactions.Results were fed to
the control room where a young man categorized them before they were displayed on two
massive television monitors in front of Lopez.The televisions displayed graphs and images side
by side in squares. The graphs portrayed biochemical changes taking place in the visual



image.The Texan’s pipette appeared in the corner of one image. He had a steady hand. A single
drop of clear liquid formed on the end of the fine glass tube and dripped onto a pinkish sample in
the multi-well tray.The pinkish sample was a sliver of muscle. It contracted to half its size in a
single convulsion. Had it been the complete muscle, such a jolt would have been powerful
enough to tear tendons from bone.“This is hopeless,” said the Texan with the pipette. His
electronic voice grated through the speakers. “The electrochemical transfer process will have to
be thousands of times slower.”Lopez keyed a microphone. “Lower the molarity. Move down a
decade.”“A decade won’t do it. We need a different solvent. A lower ionization constant at least,”
the Texan said.Lopez pressed the microphone switch again. “Move down a decade, please.”
Cool and calm, as if the researcher’s advice had not been spoken. Lopez combed back his salt
and pepper hair with his fingers while he waited.Knowing he was being observed every moment
of the experiment, the Texan at the biosafety cabinet suppressed a sigh and simply nodded. He
stood the pipette in a holder and placed the multi-well tray on a rack in a metal box.The box was
for the destruction of biological samples. It met all the international standards for safety
considering its contents.When the experiments were completed, an automated system would
lower the box from the biosafety cabinet into an oven. For thirty minutes, the box would be
subjected to temperatures beyond anything a living organism could withstand. The box would
then open, and the charred inert remains would be disposed of.In order to maintain the
biological integrity of the box while it was being lowered into the oven, there was a stainless-
steel door. The door was opened and closed by an electric motor, which applied enough torque
to compress a silicone gasket around the edges and ensure a hermetic seal.The Asian woman
pressed a switch down, and the door began to close. The tray wasn’t fully seated, and the door
impacted the wells. There was a momentary grinding noise, the motor winding tension into the
door’s gear mechanism. The Asian woman flipped the switch up, and the motor stopped.The
Texan pushed on the tray. It didn’t move. He pushed harder. The tray scraped a fraction further
into the box. The door kept its pressure on the rear of the tray. He placed both hands on the tray
and pushed. It moved with a jolt. He lurched forward, banging against the cabinet glass.The
door’s mechanism released. Even without power, the precision gearboxes acted as a coiled
spring and spun in an instant. The door snapped down.The fingers of the Texan’s right hand
were inside the box. The door scythed down. Debilitating pain shot through his nerves. He
screamed long and hard.A raging fire grew from his hand up his right arm. The door had trapped
the tips of his left glove. He yanked the glove free, ripping the ends of the fingers.The Asian
woman rammed the operating switch to the open position as hard as it would stand.The door
lifted.The Texan stumbled back, screaming as he dragged his shattered fingers from the thick
gloves. The Asian woman shoved a chair behind him, and he collapsed squeezing his right wrist
to control the pain.The safety cabinet’s gloves bobbed in the air, inverted and pointing outward
from the Texan’s rapid and agonizing exit.It took only a fraction of a second for the Asian woman
to realize why the gloves had gained their jaunty bounce. “Breach, breach,” she
screamed.Sánchez looked up from her phone. Lopez started a timer and moved closer to the



window. The Texan’s hand was bloody. The biosafety cabinet’s gloves had been ruptured.The
young man in the control room slammed his hand on a large red button. Yellow lights flashed,
and a woman’s voice calmly announced an emergency had occurred.In Lopez’s opinion, the
announcement was pointless. There were only five people in the building, and they were all well
aware of what had happened.Sánchez picked up her backpack.The Asian woman pulled the air
hoses from the panel on the wall and levered the Texan to his feet.“What concentration level
were they using?” Lopez said.The young man stared, his mouth open. “We’ve got to get them out
—”“What concentration level were they using?” Lopez repeated, precisely as before.The young
man turned to his monitor. “Um, er…ten ppm.”The Texan stood still, coughing.“Move!” the Asian
woman said.“I’m going to open the next lab,” the young man said.“No,” Lopez said.Sánchez held
her backpack in front of her.The young man shook his hands in the direction of the Texan and
the Asian woman. “But they’re exposed. We have to get them into another chamber, or they
won’t stand a chance.”“Wait,” Lopez said.“Wait?” The young man screwed up his face. “Are you
crazy?” He crossed the room in two steps and flipped the red safety covers off two large
switches. “I’m opening lab 3,” he said into a microphone.Sánchez took a pistol from her
backpack. In one smooth motion, she stretched her arm out straight, looked down the gun sight,
and fired. The sound from the small gun was a harsh pop, not the deafening boom a larger
caliber weapon would have produced.The young man yelped as he snatched his hand away
from the switches and clutched it to his chest. He gaped at Sánchez. “What—”Sánchez lowered
her gun and put a bullet in his knee. He collapsed, screaming.She stepped beside him.He used
his good leg to slide back a couple of feet. His wounded knee left a bloody trail across the floor.
Panting with pain, he sat up. “You can’t do this!”Sánchez took a step forward. A lunge. The heel
of her foot crashing down on the man’s ruined knee. He screamed and swore.“Enough,” Lopez
said quietly.Sánchez thrust the gun in the young man’s face and fired three times. The blast
shoved his dead body back. His legs caught under him in a mangled heap.She chose a blood-
free patch on his shoulder and leaned on it with her foot. His body twisted and his legs popped
free. He lay flat on the floor in a growing pool of blood.Sánchez stood beside Lopez, watching
through the Plexiglas windows.Lopez opened a metal door that covered a series of electrical
breakers. He ran his finger down the list of circuits and found the one marked chamber doors. He
had to push hard to move the heavy-duty switch to the off position.A muted thump struck the
window. The Asian woman stared up through the transparent lab walls, still secure in her airtight
suit, pounding on the glass.Lopez turned back to the breaker panel. He hefted the breakers for
the HEPA filters and oxygen supply to off.The Asian woman hammered on the glass, her eyes
wild. Her mouth moved, but two layers of bulletproof glass and her own safety suit muted her
screams.The Texan fell to the floor, twitching, and retching.The Asian woman ran to the oxygen
panel and reconnected her hose. A moment later, she jerked her head around to stare up at
Lopez.Realization dawned.Her choice was to suffocate or expose herself to the contaminated
air.The Texan’s twitching stopped. He remained still.Lopez checked his stopwatch and wrote in a
notebook, Forty-nine seconds from exposure.The Asian woman mouthed obscenities. At two



minutes she struggled for air and sank to her knees. At three minutes, she cracked open her
helmet, eyes filled with burning hatred. She panted and gulped.Exposed.Lopez pressed the
button on his stopwatch. He watched until the Asian woman’s body stopped moving. He
recorded the time in his notebook. Fifty-three seconds from exposure.He shook his head. The
Texan’s prediction had been wrong after all. “Forty-nine and fifty-three seconds,” he said.
“Reducing the concentration isn’t going to improve that.”Sánchez kept quiet.“I need a new
strain.”“The American one?” Sánchez asked.He nodded and sent a message. It was the middle
of the night in the US, but the reply arrived within seconds.Everything was planned and ready.
He nodded with satisfaction. “We will be back in business in a couple of days.”“What about more
scientists?”“I have that covered as well.” He picked up his notebook. “Get a cleanup crew. The
next shift will be here soon.”Sánchez offered a warm smile that reached her eyes. “My
pleasure.”CHAPTER TWOFour months laterMonday, August 156:30 p.m. MDTDenver,
Colorado.Jess Kimball’s office was on the top floor of the Taboo Magazine tower block, situated
in central Denver at Broadway and Colfax. The view from her floor to ceiling window swept from
the State Capitol, across the Civic Center Park to the District Courts.When she finally glanced
up from the article she’d been writing, shadows had lengthened and faded into the dark as the
sun set. Street lamps had come on. The Art Museum was a beacon of sharp corners and odd
angles bathed in spotlights.Bright squares set in the side of tower blocks marked the late-night
office workers.Like her.People who lived alone and had no reason to go home to an empty
apartment. Jess had lived alone a long time, but she’d never get used to her son’s absence.
She’d find Peter one day. When she found him, then she’d go home earlier, with joy in her heart
every day.But for now, she stretched her arms over her head to work the kinks out of her neck.
Which was when she noticed the small red light flashing on her desk phone.
Voicemail.Invariably, messages this late in the day were the most difficult.Morning calls came
from people who knew what they wanted. They’d spent the night agonizing over worst-case
scenarios, real or imagined. In the cold light of dawn, they made the decision to reach out to the
media. To call Jess Kimball.But late messages often came from people who had suffered for
many hours that particular day. Pressure weighted their uncertainty until they could wait no more.
Not much could be done after business hours, no matter what the problem. They knew as much
before they called. But they wanted to hand off the worry. Move the relentless pressure from their
lives to hers.Jess was a lifeboat for such people. She depended heavily on Taboo Magazine’s
readers to support her constant search for her son. And for many of them, she was the lifeboat
they clung to when life’s uncertain seas became overwhelming.She leaned back in her chair,
stared unseeing through her office window, and pressed the play button on the voicemail.The
recording’s time and date were announced by the machine, and then a woman spoke. Jess
recognized the voice immediately.“Jess, this is Marcia McAllister. I’m sorry to disturb you, but I
didn’t know who else to call.”Marcia McAllister’s daughter, Melinda, had been living in Paris
when she disappeared a while ago. Jess had reported the case, but the crime was never solved,
and her daughter was not found.At least, not yet.Jess never gave up on the families who came



to her for help. Giving up on their cases would be too much like giving up on Peter, and she
simply would not do that. Not ever. No matter how long it took her to find her son.Marcia
McAllister was no exception. Jess had worked hard for Marcia, and she’d keep working hard
until Marcia’s daughter was found. She had no plan B. No alternatives. She simply would not
quit.Jess hoped that Marcia was calling with new information on the case. The situation was, like
so many others, heartbreaking. But through it all, Marcia had been a rock. She’d suffered the
torment of not knowing what happened to her child, a torment Jess understood all too well.
Marcia McAllister handled everything with more grace than many others Jess had helped over
the years.Marcia had pushed and cajoled and encouraged US and French authorities to
investigate her daughter’s disappearance, but never once had she publicly lost her equanimity.
She was a woman to be reckoned with as well as the kind of determined female Jess always
admired. She simply didn’t have it in her heart to fail.She leaned forward and turned up the
volume.Marcia cleared her throat. “I…well, not me, but a friend of mine. Nicola Cole. She’s
worried sick. It’s her son. Good kid. Not that he’s a kid anymore. Ph.D. and all that. But he’s got
himself into some trouble. Well, it’s not right, of course. He wouldn’t do that. A good kid. Oh, did I
say that?”The message rambled in a way that Marcia never did in person. Which was enough for
Jess to conclude she must be completely distraught.“Anyway, I’m sure it wasn’t Alex. Really.”
Marcia coughed before she continued. “He’s a scientist working at that insecticide place here in
Chatham. The one in the news.” Her voice became shakier with each word until she reached the
end of what she was determined to say. “And, well, they’re blaming him for that explosion.”Jess
knew what she was referring to. The Kelso Products bombing had been all over the news around
the globe since it happened Thursday afternoon. She’d have had to be living on another planet
to be unaware of events in Iowa.She’d worked with Marcia closely every day after her daughter
disappeared two years ago. The case was cold, but still open, and they’d stayed in touch. Simply
put, Jess trusted Marcia implicitly. Alex Cole could very well be innocent if Marcia believed it
so.She also knew the law had its own momentum and wasn’t easily swayed from its path.Jess’s
experience had proved time and time again that justice for crime victims depended on
action.Jess felt more than a little guilty, too. She’d hit a wall in Marcia’s daughter’s case. She’d let
Marcia down. Maybe she could help now and make up for it, at least a little bit. The very least
she could do was try.She pulled up two large monitors covered with articles and pictures of the
explosion and subsequent fire at Kelso Products before she returned Marcia’s call.Explosions
like this one were too often caused by terrorism, and the big news outlets covered potential
terrorist attacks like ants covered picnics. Which meant there was plenty of video reporting
already available over the past five days.CHAPTER THREEShe watched the Kelso Products
security camera footage first. The time stamp in the corner of the images established 12:42 p.m.,
Thursday, August 11, as the moment so many lives were changed. The images horrified her.Five
days ago, a massive powder storage tank exploded. The kind of explosion that didn’t happen out
of nowhere.The deafening pressure wave fanned out, smashing windows for hundreds of
yards.The explosion’s force rippled through the pipework to another tank. From there, it ran



swiftly into the half-mile long production facility.Flames burst from windows.Sections of roofs
collapsed.The second tank split along one side, spewing burning contents over a line of trucks
parked too close to the side of the building.Jess moved to the next series of videos covering the
new information as it became available.Three workers at the plant had died. Each face was
displayed in photos from family members during happy times, which made the losses more
poignant.Thirty-seven employees were injured. Most were treated and released, thank
God.Seventeen remained in Chatham General hospital.Three were in critical condition, not
expected to survive. If they died, Marcia’s young friend could be charged with no less than six
murders. He would be sentenced to death. No wonder his mother was distraught. How could any
mother cope with that?The explosion and its implications brought FBI power to work alongside
the local Chatham Police Department and other state agencies.Ethan Remington was the lead
FBI Investigator. Jess watched his most recent press conference. He told reporters the bomb
had been planted in the first storage tank. The valves between the tanks were opened, and the
bomb was detonated remotely, he said.The FBI hadn’t formally released details of the explosive
material, but the media had figured it out themselves.The bomb had been small, which ruled out
a fertilizer bomb, and the explosion massive, which meant it had to be a powerful material. There
was only one common explosive that fit. Triacetone triperoxide, or TAPT.Jess knew that terrorists
used TAPT in bombs across the United States and Europe, including Paris and Manchester. But
the Kelso Products bombing probably wasn’t a terrorist incident. Terrorists were quick to claim
responsibility and grab publicity for their twisted causes, and no group or individual had claimed
responsibility for this one.A reporter was explaining now that ingredients to make TAPT were
easy to obtain. TAPT didn’t burn like most explosives, either. The molecule simply burst apart
and expanded fast, from a dense solid to a gas occupying a couple of hundred times more
volume. Which caused a massive explosion and propelled a pressure wave comparable to
dynamite.“The ingredients to make TAPT are readily available,” an expert said, “but preparing
TAPT is extremely hazardous. TAPT is detonated by shock. Sometimes even the stress inside
the crystals formed during the production process can detonate the compound. Only someone
with experience can make enough TAPT for a bomb as destructive as what we’ve seen at Kelso
Products.”The last video news report Jess found announced that one man had been charged
today with detonating the bomb. Alex Cole. The same Alex Cole that Marcia McAllister had pled
with Jess to save.But could Jess really help? The evidence against Cole sounded
formidable.Remington’s sound bite said the bomb’s triggering command had been traced to
Cole.Corroborating evidence located thus far included emails, internet search histories, even the
computer records from a coffee shop Cole frequented.Jess shook her head. The media scrutiny
was intense. Until something more exciting came along to fill the twenty-four-hour news cycle,
they weren’t likely to let up on the pressure, either.In response to questions, Remington said
Cole had the means and the opportunity to commit the crime, but he admitted they’d found no
motive for the attack. A motive wasn’t necessary to convict Cole, but in Jess’s experience, a
missing motive was certainly odd.Most people had reasons for the things they did. Even if those



reasons were more than a little crazy.Marcia was convinced the police had arrested the wrong
man.Jess needed nothing more to check things out. She owed Marcia that much.She picked up
the phone and dialed her favorite G-man, FBI Special Agent Henry Morris.They’d met and
worked together on one of Jess’s investigative cases that evolved into kidnapping, extortion, and
murder. A tough case that led to significant trust became an unbreakable fatal bond when Morris
killed a man to keep her alive.Over time, she’d learned that Morris was solid in every way that
mattered. He was physically and mentally strong enough to be a good match for her, unrelenting
in the pursuit of justice, and brave, too. Not too old, not too young, and good looking as well.A
while later, after she’d learned that he wasn’t married, she no longer had any reasonable excuse
to reject his invitations. As he’d continually pointed out.And he gave her all the space she
needed to do her most important job—finding Peter.She grinned. How’s a girl supposed to resist
a hero like that?Despite his work ethic, Morris had a knack for keeping life in perspective and a
sense of humor that didn’t solely consist of sarcasm. Later, after Morris transferred from the
FBI’s Dallas Field Office to Denver, Jess found herself in the first serious relationship of her
life.There had been another relationship she’d thought was serious at the time, with Peter’s
father. She’d been wrong then, which made her wary now.“Jess,” Morris said when he picked up.
She heard the pleasure in his voice and felt her face warming uncomfortably.“I’ve been looking
at the Kelso Products accident.”He laughed. “And it’s really nice to hear from you, too.”She
smiled again, although he couldn’t see her. “I’ve got a few questions.”“Who doesn’t?”“Something
about this whole situation doesn’t pass the smell test, Henry.”“What do you know that you’re not
telling me?”“Nothing yet. But so far, Alex Cole has no motive for blowing that place up.”“No
known motive,” Agent Morris corrected.“Fair enough. But people who know Cole well say he’s
not capable of violence like that.”“People who know the accused always say that, and it means
nothing.”She nodded to herself. “Which is why I need to go to Kelso Products.”She heard him
sigh through the wireless connection, but he didn’t object. As always, he respected her
decisions.“I’m leaving tomorrow. First flight out of Denver. I called because I need some help.”He
paused. “I’m not involved with the investigation, but I’ll do what I can.”Jess put the gratitude that
sprang to mind into her voice. Dating an FBI agent had its advantages. “Can you get me thirty
minutes with the lead agent?”“That I can do. Ethan Remington. Omaha Field Office. Good
guy.”“Thanks, Henry.”“I guess this means dinner tomorrow night is off?” he asked.“I’ll make it up
to you,” she replied. “Look on the bright side. It was your turn to pay.”She disconnected while he
was still laughing.She found Taboo’s travel website on her computer and booked a ticket to
Chatham, Iowa. She continued scouring the wire services for anything and everything she could
learn on the Kelso Products bombing before she saw Marcia McAllister tomorrow.CHAPTER
FOURTuesday, August 1610:00 a.m. CDTChatham, IowaChatham was a sprawling medium-
sized industrial city in the middle of farm country. People worked hard there. But what Jess saw
as she flew into the international airport were mostly gray skies, grayer buildings, and dirty gray
concrete.Her rental stood out against the gray like a beacon. A cheerful red Chevy Malibu sedan
with less than a thousand miles on the odometer. She put the address for Kelso Products in the



car’s navigation system and pushed the button to start the engine and rolled out.The rental’s
GPS guided her onto the interstate that looped around the city. The sedan was surprisingly
quick. She eased off the accelerator.The radio was tuned to a local talk station. The Chatham
Cubs, the local minor league baseball team, was suffering through a losing streak. The
explosion at Kelso Products came up next. A rehash of what she already knew.The newscaster
moved quickly through the national news and finished with a brief reference to the continuing
effort to track down the cause of an outbreak of sepsis in Botswana about three months earlier.
Jess tuned out as she arrived at the Kelso Products plant.The employee parking lot was only
half full. Jess pulled into a space near the center in the back where she had an unobstructed
view of the facility.A police car blocked the driveway that led from the employee lot to the
management lot. His lights weren’t flashing, but the officer’s expression declared that no one
would enter without authorization.A television crew was staked out ten feet from the cruiser. A
broad-shouldered man Jess didn’t recognize spoke earnestly into a large microphone.Several
floor-to-ceiling windows in the main building were boarded over. At the steel and glass revolving
front door, four workmen struggled to replace the damaged panes.Clusters of flowers and
wreaths and handwritten signs covered the pavement around the entrance. On the roof, Kelso’s
flag hung at half-mast.Behind the management offices marched enormous industrial buildings.
Pipes of all diameters wound their way in and out between storage tanks.One of the tanks had
split open. Thick steel walls were peeled back like an orange. The tubes and pipes around it
were twisted and mangled.Before the explosion, buildings, tanks, and pipes had been painted
white. Now, the area’s blackened scars testified to the force of Thursday’s explosion and the
ensuing fire.The most severely damaged areas were cordoned off with yellow tape, the words
“Do Not Cross” emblazoned in thick black font along its length.Jess’s phone buzzed with an
incoming message from Henry Morris. The agent in charge of the investigation, Remington,
would meet with her for thirty minutes at noon.She checked her watch. She had time to meet
Marcia McAllister first. She texted her thanks back to Henry.She walked across the main road to
the bus stop. Marcia arrived a few minutes later, wearing jeans, a windbreaker, and a lime-green
baseball cap emblazoned with the Chatham Cubs logo. She looked exhausted.Furtively, she
glanced across the road toward the Kelso Products plant, as if she was worried about being
spotted.“Hello,” Jess said, to capture her attention.Marcia nodded. “Thanks for coming.”“I
thought Mrs. Cole was joining us.”Marcia shook her head. “A pack of reporters are camped out at
her house. Nicola can’t go anywhere. They hunt her down. She’s fraying at the seams, frankly. I’m
worried about her almost as much as Alex.”Jess glanced around. She saw no obvious amateur
surveillance. If Marcia were being watched by the FBI or other professionals, neither she nor
Nicola would ever see them.“Let’s walk.” Marcia led them away from the police cruiser, turned left
two blocks south, and found a park bench under a tree. She plopped down heavily. “Nicola
wanted to be here. Really. But…well, let’s just say local emotions are running high.”“Surely she’s
not surprised. People died. Her son stands accused. The families are bound to be very
upset.”“But it’s her son. He didn’t do this. Nicola’s pretty upset, too, and nobody seems to care



about that very much.” Marcia stopped to breathe and stared pointedly at Jess. “We know what
that’s like.”Jess nodded. “Tell me what I need to know about Alex Cole.”“He’s been like a son to
me. Especially since…” her voice trailed off, and she cleared her throat. Jess knew what she
meant. Since her daughter went missing. “I watched Alex grow up. Elementary to high school.
Even when he went off to college, he used to come back all the time. He has always been close
to his parents.”“Brothers and sisters?”Marcia shook her head. “Only child. And his father died
three years ago. Young. Heart attack.”Jess grimaced. “So it’s just him and his mom now?”“And
this is killing her, Jess. She knows Alex didn’t do this.” Marcia nodded, glassy tears pooling in her
eyes. “We both do. He couldn’t have blown up that plant. He would never do something like that.
And he’s no terrorist, either. No matter what people say.”“There’s a lot of evidence against him,
Marcia,” Jess gentled her tone to confirm what Marcia had to know already.Marcia’s eyes blazed,
and she stuck her chin forward. “No way. Not Alex. He’s being set up, or these cops are
incompetent. They’ve got the wrong guy. And the sooner they figure that out, the better.”Jess
understood Marcia’s loyalty. She nodded with sympathy. “Unfortunately, we will need more than
your strong convictions, or his mother’s, to get the charges dropped.”She didn’t say that the
frame around Alex Cole was so tight, they’d need nothing less than the actual terrorists
confessing on the record in an airtight smackdown to get Alex out of trouble here.“He’s a kind
soul, Jess. Completely non-violent. He doesn’t even eat meat because he can’t bear the
slaughter of animals.” Marcia wiped her nose and shook her head vigorously as if the intensity of
her denial would make all the difference.Jess put a comforting hand on Marcia’s arm because
nothing she could say would make any difference.Marcia bowed her head and blinked away
more glassy tears. “He became a scientist because he liked research, to conduct controlled
experiments. He bought a big place outside of town to give him enough room for his work.”“Did
his work, these experiments, involve explosives?”“Not at all.” Marcia shook her head, fast. “He
liked to make things. Mostly computer-controlled things.”“The FBI believes he had a lab where
he made the explosives used in the bomb. Alex’s lab has been searched.” Jess patted her arm.
“They found a lot of things that could easily be lethal in the right combinations.”“He’s as normal
as any kid, Jess. Nice girlfriend, good to his mother…” She seemed to run out of steam,
bewildered, confused, and clearly frightened to death.The evidence against Alex Cole, what
Jess was aware of, was solid. And there was a lot of it. Overwhelming, really. Pressing Marcia
with those facts wouldn’t help much.“Meet with Alex. Talk to him. Judge for yourself.” Marcia put
her hands together and stared at them. “Remember when they found those Boston Marathon
bombers? I could just see them as killers. When you find out who did this, it’ll be the same way.
Alex isn’t like those guys. When you meet him, you’ll know what I mean.”“I’ll try. That’s why I
came here. But law enforcement agencies are experts these days. They know what they’re
doing. They have vast resources.” Jess paused a moment for breath.“Jess… I trust you. Meet
Alex first. You’ll see.” Marcia looked up, her eyes pleading as loudly as her words. “Please?”Jess
patted Marcia’s shoulder awkwardly. “Of course, I’ll talk to him today. Maybe he’ll help me figure
out what’s going on. But first, I’ve got an appointment with Ethan Remington.”“He’s had it in for



Alex right from the start.” Marcia’s lip curled, and her whole demeanor changed. She’d caught a
glimpse of something across the street from the corner of her eye. “I’ve got to go. Be careful,
Jess. I don’t know what’s going on here, but someone is trying awfully hard to pin this thing on
Alex Cole. Whoever is doing this is dangerous. Watch your back.”Marcia jumped up and dashed
around the corner. Jess cocked her head and watched as two men emerged from the drugstore
across the street and hoofed quickly in the same direction.Jess hurried to the corner to warn
Marcia, but she was already gone. And when Jess turned back toward the two men, they had
already slipped into a black SUV parked at the corner.She fished out her phone and snapped a
quick photo of the license plate and the back of the SUV as it pulled away from the curb. She
dialed Marcia, but her voicemail picked up.Jess gnawed on the inside of her lip.CHAPTER
FIVETuesday, August 1610: 30 a.m. West Africa Time Zone (WAT)Off the coast of Angola,
AfricaIsabella bobbed on the swell. The yacht was half of a mile from the shore, and the seabed
had yet to rise up enough to turn the gentle, near perfect sine waves into crashing foamy
breakers.Rafa Lopez stood on the third floor, the upper deck. The boat was long and low. Toward
the front was the smaller of two sundecks. The upper edge of the wall around the sides of the
yacht, technically the gunwale, rose toward the bow, all but shielding the sunbathers from the
public eye.At the stern was the bigger sundeck. Even with its array of soft furnishings and sun-
loungers, fifty people could be comfortably accommodated. Two crew members were busy
setting up a buffet alongside a bar lined with silver champagne buckets that glittered in the
sun.To the west, hidden in the glare of the morning sun, a boat approached. Even though an
impressive speedboat itself, it was an inconsequential dot to the Isabella and the vastness of the
ocean. The people inside, doubly so.Alongside the yacht, steps had been lowered to the
waterline. Lopez took the two flights of stairs down to the main deck and waited by the steps.The
speedboat came alongside, the pilot pulsing the engine to keep the two craft stationary relative
to each other.A crew member helped two guests from the speedboat onto the Isabella’s steps.
The first guest was tall, her regal bearing accentuated by the vivid patterns that shimmered on
her long silk dress.Thick black hair spiraled upward around her head and was held in place with
multicolored wooden pins. Dark sunglasses hid her eyes.Lopez held his hand out. “Welcome
aboard Mrs. Neto.”She took his hand, and stepped onto the boat. “Thank you, Mr. Lopez.” She
smiled. “But let’s not be so formal, I am Ana.”Lopez returned her smile. “And I am Rafa.”The man
behind her stepped onto the deck, a big grin on his face. “And if you forget my name, perhaps I
shall have to throw you in prison.”They all laughed. Lopez slapped him on the shoulder. “Forget
you, General? I don’t think so.”Lopez led the party to the rear deck. The crew raised the steps
and secured the speedboat to the rear of the Isabella.The buffet was prepared, and drinks were
already in glasses on the bar, ice glinting in the sun.“It is good to have the chance to entertain
you both.”The general gestured to the Isabella. “When you said you had a boat, I didn’t think you
meant a beautiful yacht like this.”Lopez waved the compliment away. “A fortunate purchase
during a downturn in the market.” He bowed his head forward and whispered the truth
conspiratorially, “It was a steal.”The general laughed. “With you, Rafa, I don’t doubt it.”A



deckhand in a crisp white uniform handed each person a glass.Lopez gestured to a sun lounger.
“Ana,” He swept his arm around in a great arc, “relax, enjoy the view while I show your husband
my latest acquisition.”She frowned. “Can’t I—”“You want to see the engine room?”She waved at
the sea. “I’ll sit here and enjoy the view.”She leaned back in the lounger and raised her glass.
“Bye, bye.”Lopez bowed his head and swept General Neto along the walkway around the side of
the yacht.“We aren’t required to view the engine room, are we?”Lopez raised an eyebrow.
“Unless you have an interest?”Neto laughed.“Then let us enjoy the foredeck for a few
minutes.”The foredeck was a quarter the size of the aft deck, but it too was laden with
refreshments. Three large sofas were arranged around a massive television screen. Vanna
Sánchez stood quietly in the back of the room.Neto picked up a glass of clear liquid on ice.
“Vodka?”“The best, of course.”Neto took a sip and nodded his approval. “What do you have on
your mind, my friend?”Lopez picked up a full glass and tilted it in a mock toast. “I need your help
again.”Neto offered a flat smile. “I warned you last time that things would not be so easy in the
future.”“I understand. But still, I find myself asking.”Neto shifted his weight. “What this time?”“Like
last time.”Neto stepped sideways, shaking his head. “That won’t be possible.”Lopez arched his
eyebrows and did not reply.“Things have changed,” Neto said.“Things always change.”Neto
grunted. “This change came with more oversight.”“For you? One of the country’s most powerful
generals?”“For everyone in government. You read the papers, I know this is not a surprise to
you.”Lopez shrugged. “There was oversight before.”“Not like this.”“What is so different
now?”“They are cracking down. The UN has been pushing its pet phrase: waste, fraud, and
abuse.”“Pah. The American agenda.”“It’s our government’s agenda now.”Lopez gestured to Neto,
“With us, the government does not lose money. I will be paying. Handsomely. And to you in
particular.”“There are new requirements. Throughout the services. Believe me, my friend, nothing
is easy anymore.” Neto had drained his glass, and Vanna Sánchez replaced it with a full one
without comment.Lopez sighed. “These have been tumultuous times. You have done well.”“I try.”
He bowed his head.“Reorganizations. Shifting loyalties. Changing priorities.” Lopez shrugged. “I
understand.”“There is always a need for a military, no matter who is in power or what is
happening in the world.” Neto nodded.Lopez raised his glass. “And we are lucky to have men like
you.”Neto glanced toward the aft deck. “I think we should rejoin my wife.”“In a moment.” Lopez
picked up a remote control. “I have something to show you.”Neto shrugged. He drained his glass
again. Vanna Sánchez dealt with the problem instantly.The television screen burst to life. A
grainy picture appeared with the sound muted. A luxury hotel suite. A naked couple frolicked in
the hot tub.Neto stared.Lopez glanced toward Vanna. Her cobalt eyes watched everything
simultaneously. She nodded. The video was ready. Lopez turned up the volume. Two voices
could be heard. Deep, masculine murmurs followed by feminine giggling.The girl emerged from
the tub, naked, moving toward the bed. The man levered himself out of the water. He was also
naked. Heavier, and slower, but his wife would recognize Neto instantly.He wrapped his arms
around the girl, and they rolled onto the bed.Lopez froze the video while Neto’s face looked
directly into the hidden camera.Neto’s mouth clamped shut. His eyebrows drew into a deep



frown.Lopez nodded to the image. “She was pretty. Very pretty. So young. She looked older,
perhaps, but she was not even sixteen. Any man would have been tempted, don’t you
think?”The general didn’t make eye contact, but beads of sweat glistened on his forehead.Lopez
saw Vanna’s smirk from the corner of his eye.“There is a paper trail to consider, General. The
hotel’s records.” Lopez felt the warmth of Vanna’s satisfaction behind him. “Not booked in your
name of course, but it is your handwriting on the room service receipts and in the spa, among
other things.”Neto slumped into his seat.“Your credit card, too.” Lopez smiled. “That is, one of the
credit cards you use for such activities.”Neto’s anger burned as cold as the vodka he tossed
down his throat. “You set me up.”Lopez shrugged and waved for another refill of Neto’s vodka.
“What we must decide, is what you do now.”“You are a treacherous—”“But let me show you the
end before we decide.” Lopez pushed the remote to the last few seconds of the recording. This
time, he did not glance toward Vanna to witness her satisfaction.The girl was alone in the room.
Still naked. Splayed on her back across the bed. Mouth open in a silent scream. A man’s necktie
knotted tightly around her neck. Dead eyes stared at the ceiling, unseeing, from her grotesquely
mottled face.Neto’s eyes bulged. His nostrils flared. “What did you do?!”“General, you’re
confused. It was not me in the room with young Sophia.” Lopez shrugged. The statement was
true enough. “We all make mistakes.”Neto glowered. “But you know I did not do this. Sophia was
alive when I left her. I swear!”“Suicide. Such a dreadful end to your distinguished career.” Lopez
offered a sympathetic smile that didn’t reach his icy stare as he shook his head slowly.
“Everyone will feel sorry for your wife, of course. Do not worry. She is beautiful. She’ll find
another husband quickly enough.”Neto sighed, his head hung down. “I cannot provide an aircraft
like last time. I cannot maneuver the bureaucracy as I could just months ago. Everything has
changed.” He looked at Lopez. “You must believe me.”“Oh, I do believe you.”Neto frowned.
“What, then?”“I don’t need a single aircraft. I require five pilots.”Neto inched back, shaking his
head. “Impossible.”“Your best.”A long pause. Neto swirled the ice around his empty glass.“Don’t
worry,” Lopez said. “There will be no side effects this time.”“Side effects?” Neto’s eyes widened.
“Side effects? People died. Hundreds of people, Lopez.”Lopez pressed play, and the video
started again. Neto in the hot tub. Neto on the bed with the girl. Neto placing his necktie around
her beautiful throat. Neto closed his eyes and whispered. “Please.”Lopez stopped the video.
“Experienced pilots. Transports. Antonov 12s.”Neto frowned. “We don’t have Antonov 12s.”“Your
pilots will travel with my men. Experienced men.” Lopez cocked his head. “Some may have
worked for your government before.”Neto did not reply.Lopez grunted. “You will be well rewarded.
As always.”Neto glanced at the television where the sex continued, and back at Lopez.Lopez
shrugged. “Our business is done, general. We have had our differences, resolved them, and now
we can move on.”Neto lowered his gaze.Lopez slid a square of paper across the table. “The
airbase. I am sure you’re familiar with it.”Neto picked up the paper, frown lines on his forehead
deepened and his eyebrows pressed hard over his broad nose. “You expect me to sacrifice my
men to the forces of another country?”“It’s your choice, General.” Lopez shrugged. He pressed
the volume. The video’s sound resumed. “We can find another supplier after you’re dead if you’d



prefer.”CHAPTER SIXTuesday, August 1612:25 p.m. CDTChatham, IowaJess had rushed to her
meeting only to be stashed in a conference room at the Chatham Police Department for twenty
minutes waiting for the FBI Special Agent in Charge of the bombing case.Ethan Remington
finally arrived, without apology or explanation. Strike one. Basic courtesy was the price of
admission to her cooperation and respect. She was predisposed to trust this guy because Henry
Morris seemed to like him. But Remington was off to a bad start.He was taller and tighter than
he’d looked on television. His charcoal black suit stretched across broad shoulders like a second
skin, leaving no doubt that regular workouts had winnowed all visible fat from his body.His nose
was twisted like it had been punched more than once over the years. Brown eyes darker than
hers peered impassively across the table.“I’m talking to you as a favor for Morris,” Remington
said as if he had a few trust issues of his own. Which was probably normal for a skeptical FBI
Agent.“I understand.” She’d have argued about the public’s right to know, and the value of basic
justice, but her instincts said he didn’t give a crap about the first and felt he was on the right track
for the second. Besides, she needed a favor. Antagonizing him immediately wasn’t the way to
get one.He cocked his head. “We’ve done plenty of press briefings already. You’re late getting
into this.”Jess nodded. “Taboo doesn’t just cover crimes, though. We’re looking for—”“I know
what you do. We don’t need your help with this case.” His tone implied the day would never come
when he’d need help from her or anyone else.Which got her back up. “I’m here because
someone I trust thinks you have the wrong suspect in custody. She says Alex Cole is not your
guy.”“That sounds to me like you’re trying to butt into my case.”“Agent Remington, you like Henry
Morris, right? Respect his judgment? We’ve worked together before. Which is why he
recommended me. Shouldn’t that be enough?”He narrowed his eyes to study her briefly and,
after a moment, nodded. “Look, Ms. Kimball, we’ve got more leads than we know what to do with
and a ton of follow-up to do. It requires patience and legwork, but that’s what we do. We’ll tie up
all the details. It takes time. And we’ll let you, and everybody else, know what we find out.”“You’ve
already arrested Alex Cole, though.” Jess nodded. “Tell me why you did that, at least.”“I’ve
already released the details supporting the arrest warrant, which is also a matter of public
record.” When she didn’t reply, Remington shrugged and ran down the summary. “His phone
was used to detonate the bomb. We found bomb-making supplies on his property. He owns
several weapons, various types, all lethal. He even had a homemade rail gun. You know what
that is?”Jess gritted her teeth and exercised patience of her own instead of smacking him down
with exactly how much she already knew about his case, and how much worse the actual facts
were than what he’d covered so far.She knew, for example, that the FBI had separated mangled
equipment from the remains of the bomb. The explosion had vaporized most of the bomb’s
elements. After an extensive search on Saturday afternoon, they found thin wires connected to a
circuit card.The card’s components were destroyed. Only the remaining solder allowed
engineers working overtime to guess the card’s origin.But the significant evidence didn’t come
from the card itself.At the other end of the thin wires were the melted remains of a tiny
loudspeaker.An industry search had revealed the circuit card and speaker were used in several



types of cell phones.Sifting through the rubble, crime scene techs finally found a portion of the
plastic casing of a SIM card on Sunday.With careful image enhancement, long strings of
numbers on the casing were visible enough to decipher.Cell phone records had narrowed the
list of matching phones down to seven in the Chatham area.By Monday morning, they’d
discovered that only one of those phone numbers had received a call at the exact instant of the
explosion.That phone belonged to Alex Cole.Monday afternoon, Alex Cole was arrested.She
said none of this. Not yet.Patiently, she displayed understanding. “You’re saying Cole owned an
electromagnetic gun.”Remington’s eyebrows shot up. As she’d suspected, he thought she was
unprepared or unsophisticated, or worse. Her best cases often developed because her
opponents underestimated her preparation and tenacity. She hid her smile behind a quick
cough.He nodded. “Those things can fire projectiles like nails at speeds of thousands of miles
an hour. Nails make nasty, lethal weapons when fired at those speeds. They’ll rip up a human
body in ways that can never be repaired. There’s no reasonable recreational use for a rail gun.”“I
see. But no one used a rail gun connected with this explosion.” She cocked her head. “Why did
Alex Cole bomb the Kelso Products factory?”“Who knows? Right now, he’s not talking.”
Remington shrugged. “Could be lots of reasons. Wasn’t happy with his employer. Or his
colleagues. Jealousy. Maybe one of the victims stole his research or his girlfriend. Hell, maybe
he was hungry, and someone swiped his lunch out of the company refrigerator in the break
room.”“All possibilities,” Jess nodded agreeably to hide her irritation. “But what evidence do you
have? For any single motive?”“We’re six days into the investigation. We’ve got some ‘plain as the
nose on your face’ evidence. Alex Cole is our best suspect, and he stays behind bars unless a
fancy lawyer gets him out.” Remington’s expression made clear what he thought of fancy
lawyers. “Like I said, plenty of legwork left to do. We’ll get the rest of it.”What an ass. Jess
squared her shoulders and questioned the facts head on, speaking in the most reasonable tone
she could manage. “What explosive did he use?”“I can’t tell you that.”“Type of detonator?”“Can’t
tell you.”“Size of the bomb?”“Again, I can’t tell you. It was smaller than you might think, though,
given the extent of the damage.”“Suitcase size, or handbag?”He glanced at Jess’s fifteen-inch
nylon tote bag resting on the floor. “Handbag.”“He’d need access to a powerful explosive to do
so much damage with a small bomb, then.”Remington raised his eyebrows to indicate the
answer was obvious.“But you’re saying this was not a fertilizer bomb, which just about everybody
around here has access to, with all these farms.”“Definitely not a fertilizer bomb.” Remington
shook his head. “This was a professional job. Made from the sort of chemicals you don’t just
throw together and hope for the best. Chemicals Alex Cole has in his workshop.”Jess nodded.
“Where was the bomb planted?”“We covered this in the press briefing already,” Remington
practically snarled as if she was deliberately wasting his time. “The factory produces one main
product, which is a powder. The powder is stored in several large tanks. The bomb was in one of
the tanks. The powder and oxygen mix increased the intensity of the blast, spreading the fire.
Pipes conducted the explosion to a second tank. Some of the labs were damaged.”“Which
labs?”He frowned. “Three and four. Four took the brunt of it. Damage there was much



worse.”“How was the bomb planted?”“We’re still gathering evidence, but we believe strongly that
Alex Cole put it there.”“Surveillance cameras don’t show him or anyone else placing this
handbag-sized explosive in or near the tank?”“Nothing more than the footage you’ve already
seen plastered everywhere online.” Remington shook his head. “The company doesn’t believe in
spying on its workers.”“Very noble of them in this day and age,” Jess smirked.He grimaced. “Not
really. The union threatened court action.”She nodded. Security cameras inside workplaces were
a touchy subject for a lot of people. “No incidental video? Nearby stores? Gas
stations?”Remington shook his head. “It’s a big factory on a large tract of land. There’s nothing
near enough to the explosion site.”“Security guards?”“Several, but no one saw anyone unusual
near the tanks.”“Visitor logs?”“Still checking.”Jess cocked her head. “Alex Cole was home sick
on the day of the explosion. He wasn’t at the plant at all that day.”“So I’ve heard. How
convenient.” Remington’s turn to smirk.“Does he have any corroboration? Doctor visit? Over the
counter medications? Anything?”“Again, he’s not talking. But we’ve found nothing like that.”
Remington shook his head. “He called in sick in the morning, but that’s the only evidence we’ve
got that he was actually home sick that day. People call off work for all sorts of reasons. When
the company doesn’t give them a list of available play dates, they say they’re sick. Nothing
unusual about that. Happens millions of times in America every day.”“Cole called in using a cell
phone?”“Home phone. Landline.” He held his palm facing out to curb any protest. “Seven-forty-
three in the morning. Five hours before the bomb went off. Proves nothing. He had plenty of time
to spare between the phone call and the explosion.”Perhaps not, but at least he’d been home at
seven-forty-three. It was a place to start. “If the detonate command came from a cell phone,
there must have been a phone in with the bomb to serve as a remote trigger, right?”Remington
nodded. “Burner phone. Purchased with cash a month earlier from a supermarket chain here in
Chatham. Never used until that day. Standard procedure, as anybody who’s ever watched a
crime show on television would know. Extremely common.”Which it was. So common and so
easy that some DIYers even used old cell phones to set off fireworks. All it takes is a phone, five
bucks worth of parts, and a few minutes to watch any of the tutorials online, followed by a bit of
tinkering. Put the phone in with the explosive and then place a call to that phone. The incoming
call sets off an electrical current on the modified cell phone and, well, just about anybody can
get a very big bang.Jess chewed the inside of her bottom lip. “No ownership records on the
phone?”“Nothing.”“And the cell phone used as the remote trigger for the bomb? Who owned that
one?”Remington grinned like the Cheshire Cat. “Alex Cole. Hadn’t been used for thirty-two days.
Prior to that, a few calls with friends and some with his mother.”Jess did not reply.“Now you know
everything we’ve released.” Remington glanced at his watch and stood up to signal her time had
expired. “We may release more details in a few days, depending on how the rest of the
investigation goes.”Jess glanced at the clock behind him. He’d promised her thirty minutes. She
hadn’t used them all yet. She remained seated. “Do you think a guy smart enough to get a Ph.D.
would be dumb enough to use his own phone to set off a bomb?”Remington frowned. “It’s a
head-scratcher, sure. But at the moment we’re going with the evidence. Which is that Alex Cole



detonated that bomb and killed three people. There’s three more in the hospital that might not
live, so the death count could go higher. If you’ve got anything proving otherwise, now’s the time
to tell me.”Jess shook her head. “Not yet. I just got here. But when I find the proof, I promise you’ll
be among the first to know.”Remington offered a flat smile. “Cole is downstairs. He says he wants
to talk to you. No surprise.”Jess wasn’t surprised, either. Partly because Marcia McAllister had
probably pleaded with him to see Jess. And partly because, unlike the calls from distraught
families of crime victims, which she never ignored, she received hundreds more calls from
inmates than she answered. The system had many resources to help the accused. Her mission
was to help the victims that the system too often failed.Right at the moment, it was unclear on
which side of the line Alex Cole rested. It was only her commitment to Marcia that motivated
Jess. Otherwise, the evidence would have persuaded her to agree with Remington.CHAPTER
SEVENTuesday, August 1612:35 p.m. CDTChatham, IowaPerhaps names were destiny after all
because Alex Cole’s hair was coal-black and curly. Big eyes, rimmed with blue-black lashes,
moved lazily. He was reed thin. In the videos she’d watched, he’d seemed six feet tall. Perhaps
he was. At the moment, she couldn’t tell because he was seated on the other side of the thick
safety glass that kept him separated from her.The speaker on her side of the partition
reproduced his voice clearly. She assumed he could hear hers perfectly, too. She tried to get
comfortable in the molded plastic seat.
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(ajk) avid reader, “Another winner from this writing duo. “Fatal Bond” (A Jess Kimball thriller) by
Diane Capri and Nigel BlackwellWhat starts out as a relatively simple request from a woman to
help a young man in trouble turns into a multi-national event that Jess never expected nor would
she have necessarily have taken on given its scope and breadth.Once again, the team of Diane
Capri and Nigel Blackwell have written a fast moving and captivating novel full of twists and turns
and surprises the reader never expects.With great detail and an engaging storyline, the reader is
take from Colorado to Iowa to Spain and eventually to Africa. All as a part of her journey to prove
one man innocent of a crime that mounting pieces of evidence prove he committed, but so
many, including Jess, believe he did not.Throughout her travels she meets trouble and finds
assistance in almost equal measure. And in true Jess Kimball fashion, she finds a way to
survive and take care of herself, with a little initial assistance from her assistant Mandy and her
boyfriend Henry, who works with the FBI. But once she follows some leads in Spain and Africa it
is up to Jess to find people she can trust to help her...and in the end, also help them.As Jess
returns safely back home, she comes to some realizations in regard to herself, Henry, her job
and her main priority in life...finding her son.Next up for this writing duo: a short story: “Fatal Past”
and a novel: “Fatal Dawn.”Rating: 4.7** I voluntarily read and reviewed an advanced copy of this
novel. All thoughts and opinions are my own.”

Betsy, “Highly recommend this excellent mystery/adventure. This extremely talented author has
done it again. I enjoy all of her series, but this story in the Jess Kimball series is exceptional.
The book starts with (literally) a bang and never lets up from there. Again Jess is on a quest to
resolve a mystery that involves the son of a friend arrested for multiple murder and mayhem in a
chemical facility. I believe that this adventure is one of the best I have ever read in this series.
The bad guys are really, really evil, and the good guys are really, really good (resourceful,
helpful, not to mention also handsome), and the others along the way are really, really......well,
you have to read to believe the twists and turns in this story. This story is highly recommended
for everyone who loves mystery and adventure.  You will have trouble putting this book down.”

old coffee snob, “Bond, Fatal Bond. Bond, Fatal Bond (with apologies to Ian Flemming) A good
story, well told-- as usual for Capri. "Capri’s Fiction has the frightening possibility of being reality
in a world where success, money, and power motivate people. Jess Kimball is motivated by her
own pain of loss to commit herself to help others resolve their pain from loss. Regular Jess
Kimball (Capri) readers may be frustrated that Kimball never seems to learn from past
experiences that “situation awareness” is critical in her ventures. It is not paranoia if people really
are out to get you—however, brushes with death add to the adventure of the book. In Capri's
several series of books where strong female characters get the job done, the Jess Kimball
series is second only to the "Hunt for Jack Reacher" series--in this reviewer's opinion.Write on,



Diane.”

Jean, “Diane Capri and Blackwell. Interesting book. Full of suspense and surprising characters. I
enjoyed the book. This is the third book I have read by Capri and I will look for more.”

Mary A. Walter, “Jess Kimball will go to hell and back to complete the mission of a promise.. Jess
travels far into unknown territory to keep a promise to a friend to help free an innocent man from
prison for the rest of his life. After successfully accomplishing this with the help of Hadlock she
also finds herself questioning which is more important to Morris, her or his job. I will look forward
to finding out how this romance will end.”

Patricia, “Fatal Bond by Diane Capri, Nigel Blackwell. I enjoyed this book. It took you on a thrilling
ride and kept you spellbound as you went from one country to another. It will hypnotize you and
you will have trouble putting it down. I like books that move fast and doesn't give you dull spots
and this one captured my attention. Read and enjoy.”

Peter J Campbell, “Loved the book.. First time I read this author. Found this book most
interesting, quite a lot of action and suspense easy to follow the characters as they were
introduced. Will be reading more of her books.”

George Townsend, “good thriller. it was a gripping thriller enjoyed it very much”

Jay, “Five Stars. Excellent”

The book by Diane Capri has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 163 people have provided feedback.
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